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We show that an Ansatz to resum all leading and next{to{leading logarithms in the




! hadrons, where jets are dened with the
k
t
{algorithm, is consistent with a full O(
2
s
) calculation done by Monte Carlo integration.
From the asymptotic behaviour of the full O(
2
s
) calculation we extract the subleading
coecient G
21









annihilation is one of the most precise methods
to determine the strong coupling constant 
s
. Here the very accurate data obtained at LEP
have led to a situation, where the error of 
s
is dominated by the theoretical uncertainties [1],
related to uncalculated higher order terms in the perturbative expansion or to non-perturbative
hadronization eects. For 
s
{measurements based on the 2{jet rate R
2
the theoretical error
comes mainly from the perturbative sector, i.e. any improvement in the perturbative prediction
would lead to a better measurement of 
s
.
At present, full perturbative calculations for any infrared and collinear safe event shape
variable exist only up to O(
s
2
) [2]. For some variables also leading and next{to{leading
logarithms have been resummed to all orders in 
s
[3, 4, 5, 6]. See [7] for a detailed description of
these resummation techniques, which use the coherent branching algorithm to next{to{leading
logarithmic accuracy.
If calculated with the k
t

















the perturbative prediction for R
2
is known to exponentiate, which allows to resum leading and




is the resolution parameter where the event
undergoes the transition from a 3{jet to a 2{jet event. Theoretical calculations [6] are available,
which resum all leading and part of the next{to{leading logarithms. This work describes an
Ansatz for the resummed prediction ofR
2
, motivated by the exponentiation behaviour of similar
terms for other variables [3, 4, 5], which tries to include the missing next{to{leading logarithmic
contributions.
2 The Theoretical Framework
In order to simplify the expressions describing the theoretical prediction for R
2
, it is convenient




and to redene the strong coupling constant by
absorbing into it a factor of C
F

























For the following the number of active quark avours is N
f








According to general theorems [10] the perturbative prediction for the cumulative cross
section of any event shape variable y, which vanishes in the limit of perfect 2{jet topologies,
can be expressed in the form,
R(L) =














































(L) are regular functions which vanish in the limit L!1. The terms in the double sum are
1
classied as leading logarithms (LL) for m > n, next{to{leading logarithms (NLL) for m = n
and sub{leading for m < n. Exponentiation of the perturbative prediction means G
nm
= 0 for
























L) +    : (4)



















and the remainder the sub{leading corrections.










) is the 2{jet rate as function of the
cut{o y
3































The explicit dependence on the renormalization scale 
2




















































































; z) [12], which describes the parton branching q ! qg as function of













































) under the integral Eq.(5). The term / 3=2 in Eq.(5) comes from the
(+)-regularization [13] of the AP splitting function.
Motivated by the fact that for other event shape variables also the next{to{leading part of
the AP splitting function exponentiates, we assume that the same holds for the 2{jet rate. The
































































with L =   ln(y
3






L. The prime in g
0
1
(x) stands for derivative with respect to


















































Expanding the above functions in powers of 
s
one sees that the terms proportional to K
only contribute to O(
2
s





, expressing the fact that we have included missing NLL terms coming from higher order







is entirely determined by the LL function g
1
(x), i.e. it is independent of K. It is
worth noting [14] that the additional NLL terms proportional to K could also be generated in









In the following the renormalization scale will be set to 
2
= s. The leading coecients G
nm


















































=2  K. The coecient C
1
has been obtained in [9] by computing the 3{jet fraction
R
3
(L) in lowest order
1
. There one nds
C
1














are not known. The function D
1
(L) can be extracted
from the integral of the analytical rst order result given in the appendix.
For the comparison with the Monte Carlo integration of the second order matrix element it







































Note that formula (8) in reference [9] can not be correct because the 3{jet fraction does not vanish at the
phase space boundary y
3
= 1=3. However, it has been checked numerically that the asymptotic behaviour




By inserting the values for the coecients G
nm
and separating the individual colour factor






























































































. The functions S

























3.1 The Numerical Calculation






















We have used a modied version of the Monte Carlo program EVENT [15] to integrate the
second order QCD ERT matrix elements [16] in order to calculate the a and b coecients. The
program has been changed with respect to the user interface, the random number generator
and to allow to get the coecients of each colour factor separately. In total we have generated
33:6214  10
9
events and stored the functions a; b in bins of width L = 0:2. The results for
the E{scheme are tabulated in Tab. 2 for the L range over which the calculations are stable.
The integration was done also for the E0, P and P0{schemes [17]. Tabulated coecients for
these schemes can be obtained from the authors. The rst order prediction a(L) is scheme
independent. Figure 1 shows how the second order coecients for the dierent schemes
approach each other at large L. With exception of b
F
for the P0{scheme all curves come
together at large L, indicating that up to O(
2
s





are independent of the recombination scheme. The following is based only on the results
obtained for the E{scheme.




a comparison of the numerical calculation with the expansion Eq.(18) at high L allows to test
the Ansatz Eq.(10). In this region the two calculations should only dier by a constant plus a
contribution which vanishes asymptotically.
The function a was compared with the full analytical calculation given in the appendix.
The calculations agree with each other over the whole L range (Fig. 2a), giving condence in
the precision of the numerical integration. The functions b

follow the expected behaviour at
large L as can be seen from Figs. 2b, 2c and 2d. At low L the inuence of subleading terms is




(L) also the eect of setting K = 0 is
shown, demonstrating the need of the additional term in the Ansatz Eq.(10) and the sensitivity
to this NLL contribution.
4
3.2 Study of the Leading-Order non-Logarithmic Terms





















2 + ln(3  2
p
2) and B = 18 ln 2   1   4L : (21)
The LL and NLL terms are the same as those in Eq.(18), and one nds the non-logarithmic
terms S
1



















+   

: (22)
The inset in Fig. 2 shows the relative contribution of S
1
(L) with respect to the full rst order
prediction as function of L. It can be seen that this contribution falls below the 1% level only
at L  8, which corresponds to y
3
 3:35  10
 4
.




Having subtracted all the known terms as given in Eq.(18) from the numerically obtained
coecients b

, the resulting dierences b

are plotted in Fig. 3. Assuming the asymptotic
behaviour of all subleading functions S

(L) to be the same as for S
1












separately to each b

in the asymptotic region. This allows to extract the subleading
coecients G
21;
for each colour factor. The results are listed in Tab. 1.
 G
21;
 stat  syst Fit Range in L
F  16:081  0:277  1:304 5:6! 10:0
A  4:551  0:081  0:296 5:6! 10:0
T 0:900  0:018  0:087 7:4! 12:0
Table 1: Fitted values for the subleading coecients G
21;
.
The determination of the coecients G
21;
was done as follows: Fixing the upper limit of




is near to one, we rst t only
the parameter a
0
. The other two are set to zero. The result for G
21;
obtained with the largest
t range is retained. Then the procedure is repeated with a
1
as additional free parameter and
nally with all three varying freely. As central value the result G
21;
is chosen, which was




allowed to vary and a
2
set to zero. The statistical error reects the
nite Monte Carlo statistics, the systematic error is the larger of the dierences to the other
variants. Combining the coecients for the individual dierent colour factors yields for QCD
G
21
=  24:633  1:509 :
5
Using the tted value of G
21
, the procedure described above is applied to the dierence
between the numerically obtained 2{jet rate R
2
(L) and the second order expansion of Eq.(3).
Taking the correlations between the bins of the R
2
{distribution into account we obtain the











The third term parametrizes the change in C
2
when the central value G
21








to the LL plus NLL prediction of the 2{
jet rate. The above results are consistent with another recent calculation [18], however, the
errors given there are rather large and the possible eect of non-logarithmic contribution was
neglected.






The eect of the improved prediction on a measurement of the strong coupling constant was
studied by applying the same procedure used in [11] to the y
3
distribution generated with the
JETSET [19] Monte Carlo model. It turns out, that a measurement based on the improved
theory lowers the central value of 
s
by 60% of the theoretical uncertainty. The relative






Knowing the subleading term G
21
and the constant C
2
it is now also possible to apply the
\intermediate" matching scheme as described in [11] to the case of the y
3
distribution. The
results are very similar to the results obtained for the lnR scheme. The same observation was
made in [11] for the event shape variables Thrust and Heavy Jet Mass.
5 Summary
We have shown that a new Ansatz for the resummed prediction for the 2{jet rate, based on
the assumption that the infrared singular part of the next{to{leading AP splitting function
P
qq
exponentiates, is consistent with a full O(
s
2
) calculation obtained from a high statistics
Monte Carlo integration of the ERT matrix elements. Using this Ansatz we are able to extract
the subleading coecients by tting the asymptotic tail of the numerical calculation. The
results for the E{scheme are G
21
=  24:633  1:509 and C
2














-measurement based on the new theoretical prediction and the same procedure as used
in [11] lowers the central value of 
s
by 60% of the theoretical error. The relative size of the
theoretical uncertainty remains constant.
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Appendix: The Dierential 2{Jet Rate in Leading Order




























































are the scaled energies of the quark and the anti{quark respectively, dened as
x = 2E=E
CM
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Figure 1: Absolute dierences between the coecients b

(L) obtained from a Monte Carlo
integration for the various recombination schemes.
10
Figure 2: a) First order coecient a(L) obtained by Monte Carlo compared to the analytical
result. The inset shows the relative contribution of the non-logarithmic terms to the full rst
order prediction. b{d) Second order coecients b

(L). Plotted are the Monte Carlo result, the
predictions obtained from all known LL and NLL terms, the (LL,NLL) predictions improved by
the addition of the tted subleading coecients G
21;
and the incomplete (LL,NLL) predictions
(K = 0).
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Figure 3: Dierences between the Monte Carlo integration and all known LL and NLL terms
for the second order coecients b








the range used in the t.
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Figure 4: The second order coecient of the cumulative 2{jet rate. Plotted are the Monte
Carlo result and variations of the (LL,NLL) calculation, taking into account also the known
subleading coecient C
1
. The inset shows the dierence between the Monte Carlo integration
and all known LL,NLL and subleading terms, as well as a t of its asymptotic tail.
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